
Paper D         08/08/17 

Title of Paper: 2020 Strategy – Update 

Purpose: To update the board on progress 

Recommendation: The board note and agree to the way forward 

Summary: A paper highlighting the current status around the 

implementation of the 2020 strategy, in context of recent 

organisational changes. 

Strategic Fit: The paper defines our strategy for 2017-2020 

Financial impact: The strategy defines the priorities for financial spend over 3 

years 

Student opinion The strategy has been based on extensive student insight 

Student impact: The strategy will impact on every aspect of the student union 

experience  

Risk: The more focused approach to the strategy will result in some 

projects will be discontinued – this will require careful 

management with staff and JMU colleagues. 

Contact: Ben Capper – Director of Marketing, B.J.Capper@ljmu.ac.uk  

Questions  - When discussing and asking questions about this paper, 
trustees could consider: 
 

1. Has adequate explanation been given on the benefits, risks, alternatives or if 

nothing were done? 

2. Has the impact for students and fit with strategic plans been sufficiently explained 

and are the impacts enough to take any proposals forward? 

3. How and when will you know if any benefits have been achieved? 

4. What will the impact be on any partner organisations or departments – within 

LJMU or externally? 

5. Could there be any unintended consequences of taking a particular action, leading 

to problems that will need to be resolved later. 
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Liverpool SU 

2020 Strategy 

Update for Trustee Board – 8th August 2017 

Overview 

The organisational strategy for the SU which will govern outcomes, behaviour and priorities from 

Academic Year 2017 until May 2020, has been in a process of creation since February 2017. 

In June 2017, a completed version was presented to Trustee Board for comment and broad 

approval. 

Since this time, the organisation has been through a period of significant change with the previous 

CEO leaving post; and significant financial remodelling as a result a confirmation from LJMU that the 

SU would not be receiving additional funding again in 2017/18. This latter point in particular has very 

unfortunately resulted in a small number of staff posts being made redundant. 

This period of change has expectedly taken senior leadership focus away from the strategy during 

July. However, thanks to the work that has been undertaken by the union’s operational 

Management Team, the organisation remains in a very strong position to commence with the 

delivery of the 2020 strategy in September 2017, as has been intended throughout this year. 

Strategy Recap 

The 2020 strategy comprises the following components governing organisational activity and 

behaviour over the next three years: 

- Vision: Happy, confident students 

- Mission: We support and empower all LJMU students, connecting them to each other and 

the world around them. 

- Values: Student-led, Inclusive, Independent, Proud 

- Priorities: Belong, Change, Succeed 

- Objectives 2020: Broad, but measurable aspirations for the SU over the next three years, 

that sit underneath each priority area. 

- Year on Year measures: These will be specific measures of progress and success throughout 

each of the three years. They will be set and agreed every August for the Academic Year 

ahead. 

- Team Objectives: These are set year-on-year and demonstrate how teams within the SU will 

contribute towards achieving year-on-year measures. 

 

  



 

 

 



 



 

 

What success looks like 

- For the SU 

 

Organisational objectives and yearly measures provide clear markers for how success will be 

measured, and these are being used currently to drive departmental decisions. 

 

More generally however, our priority areas provide context for how the organisation is 

seeking to deliver what our evidence shows us is important to JMU students: 

 

Belong – All students, irrespective of background, course or personal situation feel a sense 

of community within JMU and Liverpool through their interactions with the SU 

 

Change – All students feel that they have the opportunity to influence the direction of both 

the SU, the student experience at JMU, and the wider political environment. 

 

Succeed – All students are able to access the support and advice they need in order to do 

well on their course, and the opportunities to be confident going into their future careers. 

 

 

However, in order to achieve this, it has been increasingly clear that the SU needs to focus 

on three areas at a corporate level to improve its position to realistically be able to deliver 

these outcomes: 

 

Relevance – ensuring that students see us as having a direct impact on their lives; and 

experience interactions with us that are based on their needs and preferences. 

 

Credibility – ensuring our interactions with senior colleagues at LJMU are evidence-led and 

add direct value to their thinking.  Also ensuring that the way we interact and communicate 

with students is authentic and reflective of the language that students employ. 

 

Ownership – ensuring that students are aware they have the power to influence the 

direction of the SU, and that all staff have a responsibility to drive forward the organisational 

agenda over the next three year. 

 

These are areas that we will seek to measure internally to ensure the organisation is in the 

best possible shape to deliver the strategy successfully. 

 

- For Student Officers 

For student officers, success on a personal level will be on three levels: 

- Successfully delivering manifesto commitments that are in line and supported the wider 

strategy, and are therefore delivered within existing team capacity. 

- Having tangible and measurable outcomes from their manifesto commitments that are 

easily articulated and repeated to students and LJMU colleagues. 



- Successfully seeking re-election (if applicable) on the basis of previously successful 

manifesto commitments. 

In general for student officers, the more strategic approach to the SU’s work overall will ensure 

that capacity and expertise within the SU staff is focused towards supporting student officers to 

achieve their manifesto commitments. In this sense, the success of student officers’ 

commitments will act as a key barometer to the rest of the organisation in terms of whether the 

more focused approach facilitated by the strategy is providing the capacity to deliver projects 

more effectively.  

Comms and Stakeholder engagement 

A Marketing Strategy is currently being written which will govern how the organisation 

communicates, engages and uses insight to drive creativity over the next three years. 

The Marketing strategy will directly support the aims and objectives of the organisational strategy. It 

will be shared with trustees for comment and approval between the August and October Board 

Meeting. 

There are, however, a number of key elements that are prescient to draw trustees’ attention to at 

this point: 

- Stakeholders 

Stakeholder engagement will be an area of significant focus in Year One of the Strategy. 

Within the strategy we will include a Influence and Interest Matrix. However, overall, our 

approach to JMU stakeholder relations will be to segment key colleagues by priority level and to 

assign relationship owners across the SU: 

At all levels, message discipline is key to increasing our credibility, so at every opportunity, our 

messages focus around three key areas: 

“We’re a revitalised, new SU” – with new student officers, new leadership, a new physical 

footprint, new processes, new brand identity and a new name planned. 

“We’ve changed” – we’re bringing a new approach to engaging with JMU colleagues on a more 

positive partnership footing  

“We’re credible” – we have evidence and data to back up our arguments and assertions. 

 

Group 1 – JMU Senior Leadership 

Vice Chancellor – Nigel Weatherill 

Director of Strategic Partnerships – Jan Murphy 

Registrar and Deputy Chief Executive – Mark Power 

Pro Vice Chancellors – Edward Harcourt, Peter Byers 

Director of Communications and Stakeholder Engagement – Janet Martin  

Board of Governors 



Relationship Owners – Student Officers and Senior Leadership Team 

Any regular or committee meetings chaired or attended by any of this group must be attended 

by one of our student officers. We must do our utmost to avoid sending apologies to these 

meetings in any circumstances. If a particular officer is not available, then they must nominate 

another officer to deputise in their absence. 

Any major decisions that the SU is considering must be communicated to this group prior – 

usually through Director of Strategic Partnerships, Jan Murphy. 

 

Group 2 – Key influencers 

Associate Deans of Education – relationship owned by the Representation Manager 

Director of Training and Learning Academy – relationship owned by the Insight Manager 

Director of Student Advice and Wellbeing Services – relationship owned by the Advocacy 

Manager 

Director of Student Governance – relationship owned by the Advocacy Manager 

Director of Academic Regulations – relationship owned by the Advocacy Manager 

Director of World of Work – relationship owned by the Advocacy Manager 

Director of Libraries – relationship owned by the Insight Manager 

Director of Marketing – relationship owned by the Director of Marketing 

 

Group 3 – Front line colleagues 

Programme Leaders – relationship owned by the Representation Manager 

Faculty Registrars – relationship owned by the Representation Manager 

Communications team – relationship owned by the Marketing Manager 

Sports Development team – relationship owned by the Student Development and Activities 

Manager 

Student Engagement team – relationship owned by the Outreach Manager 

All of these individuals are identified as key allies or influencers within JMU. In Year One, significant 

energy will be directed towards re-establishing positive relationships with Group One in particular, 

and ensuring that managers take pro-active ownership of their relationships with Group Two and 

Three. 

- Brand and name change 

As discussed at the June Trustee Board and at the subsequent special Board meeting on 27th 

June, our intention is to change the SU’s brand identity and name for Academic Year 

2017/18 onwards. 



Our brand identity change is being evolved currently and the organisation will have a new 

overall look and feel for September 2017. However, due to a delay in agreeing the new 

name with Board of Governors, we are now looking towards a relaunching the new name in 

January 2018. 

The name change will be on the agenda for discussion with JMU colleagues at the next 

round of Operating Panel and Student Voice Committee meetings. 

We will update the Board in October on plans for the relaunch of the name. 

How Year One is shaping up 

Year One of the Strategy is currently at an advanced stage of planning. All managers have been 

working closely with the Director of Marketing to coordinate plans that are subject to scrutiny to 

ensure that: 

- All projects are budgeted for 

- Everything meets a measure for 17/18, not just a 2020 objective. 

- Student Officers’ objectives have been taken into account during this process. 

- Specific tasks have been allocated to specific colleagues, which will shortly translate into 

personal objectives. 

- Managers are utilising the three-year period of the strategy, and allocating projects year-on-

year, rather than attempting to do too much all at once. 

Tabled at the time of trustee board on 8th August will be an outline timeline of Year One, including all 

projects to be delivered according to the strategy, and all those that will require outwardly facing 

communications. 

 

Conclusions 

In spite of the current changes in the organisation, we remain committed and well prepared to 

deliver the 2020 strategy. 

Over the coming weeks, the board will have sight of a supplementary Marketing strategy, and a 

confirmed Year One operational timeline. 

 

 


